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Universal Conductance Fluctuations of Light
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We observed that laser light, multiply scattered through small samples of optically dense collo
suspensions, builds up anomalous long range correlations in the transmission speckle pattern.
dynamic autocorrelation function of angular integrated light intensity has two contributions,C2std and
C3std, which decay on very different time scales.C2 and C3 are explained by onefold and twofold
crossing, respectively, of multiple scattering paths, in quantitative agreement with theory. OurC3

data provide the first evidence for the classical wave analog of universal electronic conducta
fluctuations and pinpoint their physical origin as a macroscopic quantum-wave interference eff
[S0031-9007(98)07990-3]
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Electron transport in disordered metals and phot
transport in random dielectrics have surprising similar
ties. Since the discovery [1,2] of coherent backscatteri
of light as the photonic analog of weak electron localiz
tion much experimental and theoretical work [3] has r
vealed that fundamental transport properties are govern
by interference effects for both classical and quantum m
chanical waves.

A most interesting example is the phenomenon of un
versal conductance fluctuations (UCF). In mesoscop
samples of disordered metals large fluctuations of t
electronic conductance are observed as a function of
plied magnetic field or, equivalently, the positions of th
scattering impurities [4]. The magnetic field causes pha
shifts of the electronic wave function along the sca
tering paths, as does a moving scatterer, and theref
changes the interference condition in the total scatter
wave field generating a fluctuating conductance. The a
plitude was found close to the natural conductance sc
e2yh (with elementary chargee and Planck’s constanth)
independent of material and sample dimensions. The
experiments require mesoscopic samples and low te
peratures in order to suppress inelastic scattering wh
destroys phase coherence. Lasers, on the other hand
strong sources of classical waves with coherence leng
much larger than macroscopic sample sizes. In additio
while electron-electron interaction adds substantial co
plexity to UCF, photon-photon interaction is negligible
and moreover light scattering intrinsically provides muc
more detailed information on wave correlations and flu
tuations than electronic conductance. Interference effe
on wave transport can therefore be studied ideally usi
visible light diffusing in a turbid medium [5].

Both classical and electronic conductance fluctuatio
are described [6,7] in an appealing simple physical pictu
as further outlined below: Interferences between wav
scattered along independent paths give rise to short ra
angular fluctuations (C1), in optics known as speckles
One crossing of paths generates correlations of all o
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put speckle spots (C2) while two crossings cause UCF
(C3). Long rangeC2 correlations in transmission speckle
where observed as a function of frequency shift [8,9] a
dynamic correlation time [10]. However, no experiment
observation of UCF of any classical waves has been
ported yet. In this Letter we present first evidence of o
tical UCF, which occur in the transmission of visible ligh
through highly turbid colloidal suspensions. Our me
surements of the time dependent autocorrelation funct
C3std of the transmitted intensity are in excellent qua
titative agreement with theoretical predictions using e
perimental parameters as determined independently f
measurements of classicalC1std and long rangedC2std
speckle correlations.

The electronic conductanceG of a disordered medium
can be described by Landauer’s formulaG ; a

P
a,bkTabl

as a sum over the transmission probabilitiesTab of a
single incoming wave modea into an outgoing modeb,
with a  e2yh [7]. This description reduces the quan
tum transport of electrons to the simpler problem of sca
wave transport. To compare classical and quantum tra
port it is useful to introduce thedimensionless conduc
tanceg  Gya 

P
a,bkTabl. The numberN of modes,

or transport channels, in a sample with cylindrical wave-
guide geometry of lengthL and diameterD is deter-
mined byD, N  skDd2y4 [11] wherek  2pyl denotes
the wave vector of the propagating fields. Summing
the average transmission probability in diffusive transp
through individual channels givesOhm’s law: g  NlpyL
[7]. Here, the only material-specific quantity is the tran
port mean free pathlp. Fluctuations are characterized b
ksdGd2l which is the sum over the four field correlatio
functionCa,b,a0,b0  kdTa,bdTa0,b0l between two input and
two output modes [7]:ksdGd2l  a2

P
a,b,a0,b0 Ca,b,a0,b0 . In

light scattering experiments, contrary to electronic sy
tems,Ca,b,a0,b0 can be measured directly since the incide
and scattered wave vectors (defining incoming and out
ing modes) can be chosen at will. Using diagramma
techniques Fenget al. [6] showed that the autocorrelatio
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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function Ca,b,a0,b0  kIs0dIstdlykIs0dl2 2 1 of the scat-
tered intensity has three contributions,

Ca,b,a0,b0std  C1std 1
1
g

C2std 1
1
g2 C3std . (1)

t is a parameter, e.g., frequency shift of the incide
wave field or correlation time in a dynamic system, whic
introduces phase shifts between the multiply scatter
fields. In our experiments on colloidal suspensions the
phases—and hence the speckle spots—fluctuate beca
of Brownian motion of scattering particles. When de
scribing the diffuse propagation of classical waves in th
physically more intuitive picture of a random walk of sca
tered waves the three terms ofCstd are simply identified
as respective contributions of zero, one or two crossi
events of light paths [7,10]. Then, it is easy to show th
1yg equals the probability of two light paths to intersec
once somewhere inside the medium.

Sinceg ¿ 1 in typical optical experiments, most scat
tering paths do not cross andC1std describes the intensity
fluctuations of one output modeb when illuminated by
a single incoming modea (Fig. 1). The intensity fluc-
tuations contributing toC1std are of order unity. They
give rise to the well known granular pattern of unco
related speckle spots. In the far field individual speck
spots have an angular widthølyD and can be directly
identified as theN modes transmitted by the waveguide
Because of the randomness of paths, fields scattered a
different nonintersecting paths are uncorrelated and th
mutual interference contributions toC1std average to zero.
HenceC1std is determined by the autocorrelation of field
scattered along individual paths, where the total pha
shift along a single path is, on average, directly propo
tional to the length of the path [12].C1std is a rapidly
decaying function,

C1st, Ld . exp

"
22

√
L
lp

!2
t

t0

#
, (2)

t0  sDsk2d21 being the single scattering decay tim
for particles with diffusion constantDs. Measurements
and

ttered
elation
fields
l
erefore
a b a

b'

b a

a'

b'

b

C1 C2 C3

FIG. 1. The physics of conductance fluctuations:sC1d Nonintersecting scattering paths give rise to short range temporal
angular speckle fluctuations because of scatterers motion. (Solid line) wave fields at correlation timet  0 and (dashed line) phase
shifted wave fields att . 0 scattered along thesamesequence of scatterers. There are no correlations between fields sca
along different paths.sC2d One crossing of scattering paths builds up correlations between different paths. Temporal decorr
like in (C1) occurs along theactive section of the paths located in front of the crossing event, while after the crossing the
remain totally correlated (no mutual phase shifts) at allt and all output directions (b, b0). sC3d Twofold crossings generate universa
conductance fluctuations.t-dependent phase shifts occur only between the crossing events; the intensity fluctuations are th
insensitive to input (a, a0) and output (b, b0) directions.
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of C1st, Ld are widely exploited indiffusing wave spec-
troscopy (DWS) which has become a powerful tool to
study dynamics of colloids, emulsions, and other turb
soft matter [12,13].

C2std describes correlations of all outgoing modes fo
single mode illumination. Contributions to the decay o
C2std originate from path sections before the crossing
two paths (Fig. 1) since behind the crossing the scatte
fields stay completely time correlated along the remaini
section of the path. This leads to a much slower a
broader decay ofC2std because theactive path sections
are shorter and more broadly distributed [14],

C2st, Ld .
3

2u

√
cothu 2

u
sinh2 u

!
ø

1
L

Z L

o
C1st, zddz ,

(3)

with u  Lylp
p

6tyt0. In addition, this contribution does
not depend on the angle of observationsb, b0d. Hence, if
a particular speckle spot is brighter than average all oth
speckle spots tend to be brighter as well. In a cylindric
waveguide the crossing probability1yg is independent on
depth z. Approximating the contributions of the phas
shifts occurring before the crossing event at depthz by
C1st, zd leads to the right-hand side of Eq. (3). Numerica
calculations of the integral reveal perfect agreement
shape and less than 5% difference in decay time betwe
both expressions. This shows that within the random wa
picture Eq. (3) gives an accurate approximation to t
exact theoretical expression [14] forC2st, Ld.

C3std describes correlations of all incoming modes wit
all outgoing modes. This term, of amplitude1yg2, is the
optical analog of UCF of a mesoscopic wire. The activ
path sections contributing to a decay ofC3std are located
between the two crossing events (Fig. 1) resulting in
further broadening and slowing down compared toC2std,
as seen by the integral approximation discussed above

C3std ø
1
L

Z L

o
C2st, zddz . (4)
5801
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C3std is insensitive to input and output directions high
lighting the analogy to the electronic case. In electron
UCF phase shifts leading to magnetic field induced flu
tuations are proportional to the change of flux through t
area bounded by the two active path sections.

Samples were prepared from commercial colloidal TiO2
in water as described in Ref. [10] but using pH 6. A
ter stabilization with polyacrylic acid and several filter
ing steps down to1.2 mm pore size the suspension wa
found rather monodisperse with average particle diam
ter d . 290 nm and variancesddd2yd2 . 0.15, deter-
mined from cumulant analysis of the time autocorrelatio
function of single scattered light intensity. Concentr
tion was 7% 6 1% by volume. Using a cell of known
thickness (L  100 mm) we found from DWS in trans-
mission [Eq. (2)]lp  1.35 6 0.1 mm (t0 . 3 ms) [12].
The setup (Fig. 2) to measure UCF of light was design
in analogy to a mesoscopic wire in two lead configuratio
A cylindrical pinhole (laser drilled in a disk shaped stain
less steel foil of thicknessL  13 mm) was embedded in
the suspension providing a liquid reservoir on both sid
of the sample. The thickness of both layersL1, L2 sealed
by glass windows was varied using different spacers. T
sample was illuminated with a laser beam (l  514.5 nm)
focused down to150 200 mm beam diameter at intensi
ties,100 mW. We performed measurements of the tim
autocorrelation function of theangular integratedtrans-
mitted intensity collected with a thick multimode fiber
Multiple runs of typically500 3 3 sec were carried out at
photon count rates of 500–2000 kHz. In this geometry t
contributionC1std is time independent due to the angula
averaging of the outgoing light over many speckle spo
The prelayer of variable thickness allowed us to sep
rateC2std andC3std in the time domain: The active path
sections ofC2std are located before the (single) crossin
events which occur almost exclusively within the pinhol
A sufficiently thick prelayerL1 therefore leads to a rapid
decay ofC2std very similar to C1std: C0

2std . C1st, L1d
for L1 ¿ L, as seen by replacing the integration limits i

D

L1 L2L

FIG. 2. Sketch of the experimental setup. A small cylindric
pinhole sandwiched between two layers is filled with a turb
colloidal suspension. Photon paths which cross twice inside
pinhole give rise to UCF.
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Eq. (3) by [L1, L1 1 L]. On the other hand, according to
Eq. (4), C3std should decay algebraically independent
the thickness of both layersL1 andL2 since the two cross-
ing events occur essentially only within the pinhole. In th
way C3std is measured at times whereC0

2std has already
decayed. Physically the colloidal prelayer scrambles t
incoming modes very rapidly thereby creating an effecti
multimode illumination of the pinhole on the time scale
of interest forC3std. We characterized the setup by mea
suring C0

2std for different pinhole sizes using moderatel
thick surrounding layers (L1, L2 ø 50 mm). The inset of
Fig. 3a shows theg values determined from the amplitud
of C0

2std. The results are in excellent agreement with the
retical predictions [15,16]. It is readily seen that due to t
quadratic dependence ofg on D the amplitude ofC3std is
very small (1yg2 , 1025) for all pinhole sizes except for
the smallest oneD  4 6 0.5 mm.

To achieve an effective separation of time scal
betweenC0

2std and C3std we used a prelayer thicknes
L1 ø 100 mm. To increase transmission, we replaced t
colloidal suspension in (L2d by pure water. Because of the

FIG. 3. (a) Inset: Dimensionless conductanceg determined
from the amplitude ofC0

2std measurements as a function o
the pinhole diameterD. Solid line: theoretical prediction
[16] with no adjustable parameter. Main figure:ssd C2std
correlation function for the smallest pinholeD  4 mm. Solid
line: best fit by Eq. (3) withg  91, L  13.1 6 1.3 mm.
(b) Universal conductance fluctuationsC3std in comparison
with C0

2std. For t . 2 3 1023 ms, C0
2std (dotted line) has

decayed andC3std clearly shows up. Solid line: Theory
[Eq. (4)] usingg  89, L  13.1 mm. sdd Noise correlation
function of the laser (no sample). Inset: log-log plot of th
same data set.
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absence of scattering inL2 we were now able to measur
the full C2std correlation function [Eq. (3)] of a cylindrica
waveguide by illuminating the sample from theL2 side.
This provides additional information about the dynami
of the particles inside the pinhole which is difficult t
obtain otherwise. The measured correlation function
shown in Fig. 3a. Since we expectg  98 6 23 from
theory for the pinhole foil thicknessL  13 mm [16], it
is in excellent agreement with the theoretical prediction
amplitude, shape, and characteristic decay time. Th
results demonstrate that the dynamics of the partic
inside the pinhole are largely unaffected by the late
confinement, that the distribution of path lengths is n
significantly altered by residual absorption at the pinho
walls, and that the finite values ford andlp in relation to
D are not important. Note that these measurements og
andC2std fully characterize the system.

In order to measure UCF we used theidentical sample
(D  4 mm) which was now simply illuminated from the
opposite side (L1). As seen in Fig. 3b, the contributio
of C0

2std now decays very fast. For longer correlatio
times we observeC3std which decays over more tha
four decades in time. The value of the dimensionle
conductance determined from the amplitude ofC3std,
g . 89 6 5 is found in good agreement with the valu
obtained from theC2std measurement (g . 91 6 4).
Equally good agreement is found by comparing the sh
of theC3std correlation function with the theoretical curv
[Eq. (4)] without any adjustable parameter.

In conclusion, our multiple light scattering experimen
on very small samples of concentrated colloidal susp
sions provide first evidence for universal conductance fl
tuations in the transmission of classical waves. We h
shown that the use of coherent laser sources combined
accurate time correlation techniques allows one to stu
very precisely the higher order correlation functionsC2std
andC3std. Our data provide a complete picture of the m
croscopic origin of UCF in disordered conductors in ge
eral. We demonstrate that the (quantum) wave interfere
can be quantitatively described by the simple model of d
fusing waves crossing at locations inside the sample wh
the lateral confinement is high. Like weak and strong A
derson localization, UCF are a direct consequence of w
interference effects on a macroscopic scale. These in
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ference corrections increase with randomness resulting
the breakdown of classical transport theory.
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